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Bicester RUFC 
6 School Lane 

Waddesdon 
HP18 0LA 

 
19th December 2018 

 
Dear Sirs, 
 
RE: Bicester RUFC Response to BSA Chesterton Development Proposal 
 
We understand and appreciate that you are awaiting a response from Bicester RUFC on the 
proposals for the Chesterton development. The following is an open letter that outlines our 
current position. 
 

• At the last meeting held on 29th October, we committed to speaking with the RFU 
regarding a meeting. To confirm, they are happy to meet with both BRUFC and the 
BSA, as was played back verbally to Jan and Alistair by Keith Upton at the 
consultation at Chesterton on Sunday 11th November. Jan has intimated that he had 
expected us to organise the meeting, which we will now do but due to diaries of our 
Board, this will not be until February. We will be in contact with proposed dates. 

• We were asked for a definition of tenure from the RFU. Their starting position is 
freehold or a 99 year lease. 

• We stated at that meeting that any decision on whether to back the proposals would 
require approval from our membership. As explained, this would require the calling 
of an EGM. We need to give 28 days notice for an EGM but at present, with a 
number of outstanding concerns regarding the proposal and unanswered questions, 
we cannot take any question to the membership at this stage. 

• Our position remains unchanged, in that the following areas of concern remain. 
These have been raised on a number of occasions over the past few years with no 
satisfactory response provided. We attach as an Appendix an email sent by Chris 
Stone, previous Honorary Treasurer, outlining these in January of this year: 

o Security of Tenure – as has been discussed many times over the past few 
years, with no security of tenure, we cannot access funding streams from the 
RFU and Sport England. Whilst the proposals provide the infrastructure, 
grants and loans can also extend to operating costs, equipment etc. We need 
to find a way to make these potential funding streams available to us. 

o Grounds Contribution Increases – we are concerned at the ongoing costs to 
BRUFC for utilisation of the grounds. Whilst the BSA has offered a two year 
freeze (subject to inflation increase) with subsequent review, this presents 
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significant financial risk for us going forward. We are seeking a capped 
increase for a minimum of 10 years. 

o Sinking Fund – whilst assurances have been made by the BSA that a sinking 
fund will exist from the sale of Oxford Road to maintain the grounds at 
Chesterton, we would like some documented commitment as to how long 
the sinking fund will last. 

o Playing Pitch Strategy –  
Executive Summary: 
http://modgov.cherwell.gov.uk/documents/s39328/Exec%20Report%20-
%20Playing%20Pitch%20Strategy.pdf.  
Full Report: 
http://modgov.cherwell.gov.uk/documents/s39349/Background%20Paper%2
0-%20Cherwell%20PPS%20Report.pdf 
Specific to Bicester RUFC: 

§ Bicester RFC will require 4 grass pitches on a single home site with 
clubhouse where the club can generate sufficient income to cover its 
costs. Ideally the club would have access to the AGP at Whitelands 
Farm Sports Ground for training and matches, for all age groups, but 
this needs to be financially sustainable for the rugby use. 

§ The site issues at Oxford Road in Bicester, Chesterton and Whitelands 
Farm Sports Ground require resolution. 

§ Oxford Road in Bicester should be retained for rugby use unless its 
loss can be mitigated by a suitable replacement site. If rugby is to be 
retained on site, a long term lease is essential in order to secure 
external investment. 

§ The report also references the fact that one floodlit pitch, as currently 
provided, is insufficient for Bicester RUFC’s future needs. 

The current proposal does not meet the requirements of the pitch strategy, 
specifically the number of pitches and guarantee that Bicester RUFC will be 
able to generate income from the Clubhouse. We did outline at the last 
meeting that the pitch offering at Chesterton is less than we currently have at 
Oxford Road. 

 
We will organise the meeting in February with the RFU and await responses to the above 
concerns before progressing further. 
 
For any correspondence with Bicester RUFC, please contact the Vice Chair, 
vicechair@bicesterrufc.co.uk or Company Secretary, secretary@bicesterrufc.co.uk. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Bicester RUFC Board of Directors 
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Appendix: Email from Chris Stone to Len Payne 
 
On 22/01/2018, 18:26: 
 
Good evening Len 
 
Thank you for the confirmation of Wednesdays meeting. Not sure about the 'finally 
managed to speak to CS' phrase? I rang you to sort the meeting because I'd heard on the 
grapevine, you wanted to arrange a meeting this week! 
 
I am aware you want to discuss pitch strategy in Wednesday, can we also include in the chat 
please:- 
 
- Ongoing tenure for the Club at Chesterton. 
 
- Propsed management structure, the operating entity together with thoughts on future 
usage costs. 
 
- Proposals for ongoing funding of Chesterton both in the medium and long term. 
 
Thank you Len, we look forward to catching up on Wednesday 
 
Kind Regards 
 
Chris 
 


